Stephanie Campbell

Teacher, General Education - Elementary
Clara J. King Elementary School

Upon receiving her B.A. in Economics from UC Irvine, Stephanie worked for 5 years in the retail management industry. She then returned to UCI for a Multiple Subject Teaching Credential and has been an elementary school teacher in Cypress School District since 2005. Stephanie then joined the CSUF family and earned her M.S. in Educational Technology in 2010. Stephanie has a passion for the performing arts, a passion she enjoys sharing with the students of Clara J. King Elementary, having served as the Vocal Director of the school musical for the past 3 years. This school year, Stephanie has taken a leave from teaching at the elementary school site and has joined CSUF as a part-time faculty member in the Department of Elementary and Bilingual Education, and as a research assistant in the Department of Educational Leadership, focused on equity for women (particularly women of color) faculty in the STEM fields.

Amanda Geddes

Teacher
Oak Creek Elementary School

Amanda is a loyal CSUF student having received her B.S in Child Development with a minor in Psychology, her teaching credential, as well as my M.Ed. in Curriculum and Instruction all from Cal State Fullerton. She is happy to be back learning at CSUF on a new endeavor to complete her doctoral degree in Educational Leadership. Amanda is a classroom teacher of 7 years in primary grade levels. A passion of mine hers is working with English Language Learners which stems from her position as Oak Creek’s ELD/ELAC coordinator.
Cara Vorhies

Teacher
Norwalk High School

Cara received a B.A. in English Education and an M.A. in Reading and Language Arts, both from California State University, Long Beach. She has taught a variety of student populations and grade levels within the subject of Language Arts, including intervention courses. At Norwalk High School, she leads several literary endeavors in pursuit of motivating adolescent readers. Recently, Cara has published an article detailing one successful literacy strategy in The California Reader. She is currently teaching Language Arts 9 and 10.
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